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Massive Orgy planned for BronyCon announced on FimFiction by Capper General

It wouldn't be the first time, and it probably won't be the last, but a public notice of a planned "orgy" at 2018's
BronyCon was announced on FimFiction by user PsyKey. The announcement, which goes into highly-specific detail,
including the date, time, and venue of the orgy, as well as what to bring, was deleted some time later after
receiving attention from the community at large, so it is unclear if the brony sex party is still going forward as
advertised. Below, we have copy-pasted the contents of the announcement, in the event you are planning your
own orgy and don't want to have it at the same time.

At the time of posting, we had joined in the Orgy Planning Discord Server and learned that the venue is being
changed, so you will need to stay in the loop to know where the event will be held.

Please note, Horse News is not planning an orgy at BronyCon, these are the details from a now-deleted
announcement.

"Bronycon Orgy Info! · 6:57am
Many of you probably didn't think this would actually happen! Well, it is! With the help of some great
people, who will also be the security team at the event, we have made this a reality and I'm expecting
positive feedback and attendance!
Date - Friday, July 27th
Time - 8:30 PM to 11:30 PM
Location - Hyatt Regency Baltiimore Inner Harbor - Room Number will be announced later on the
Discord!
Provided Items
100 Assorted Brand Condoms
9 8oz. Bottles of Clear Cum Lube
52 Latex Mint-Flavored Dental Dams
6 8oz. Bottles of Hand Sanitizer
144 (24 of each of the Mane 6) Temporary Tattoos (There will be a paper at the event explaining the
usage of these.)
Bronycon Orgy Discord!
Before getting onto the rules, recommended items, and guidelines, I wanted to explain that papers will
be in various places in the room to help explain a few things such as the tattoos which, as of right now,
are there to indicate what sort of interaction you're looking for. Cock, Pussy, or Both. (This was meant
to change, but I had no further information from the team member who proposed that change. It may
change later, and that change will be presented on the Orgy Discord.)
Also, we can hold 30 people in the room max at any given point in time. The Discord is meant to help
in this regulation.
Recommended Items to Bring
A towel.
A bag or other container for your belongings such as clothes and personal items.
An extra condom or two, just in case there's a shortage for whatever reason.
A sports bottle with hydrating liquid if you're not interested in using the cups and filtered tap/pitcher.
Older convention badge or similar identification to be placed on your bag or container to identify it as
yours.
A state-issued Identification Card, otherwise you're not getting into the party.
Rules
Breaking the rules is subject to punishment, up to and including authority involvement should it be
completely necessary.
No weapons or items intended to cause harm. (The only exception is the host/bouncer, for security
purposes only.)
No illegal actions including but not limited to drug use, assault, grievous bodily harm, and rape.
(Follow the federal laws of the United States and state laws of the state of Maryland.)
No video or audio recording.
No photography.
Do not write on other guests without consent.
Nobody under the age of 18.
Get consent before doing sexual actions with another guest. Consent should be clear and direct. You
don’t have to be a robot about it, just be enthusiastic and not awkward.
No means no. No is not an invitation to try again.
Guidelines
Guidelines are meant to help you have further understanding and to direct you should you find yourself
in a confused situation.
Be considerate of other guests.
Arrive clean hygienically as well as in any aspects you plan to partake in. (Clean colon for anal, etc.)
Please do not use more than 1 temporary tattoo unless instructed.
If you’re just observing, there’s no need to use a tattoo. Please use condoms, lube, and other
protection provided if you intend to engage with a partner that requests those.
Please leave all belongings (excluding involved items that need to be checked) with the Keeper of
Things.
It’s recommended that you come on a comfortable stomach as food will not be present.
Please use the provided cups (and markers to properly label your cup) and filtered tap/pitcher to keep
yourself hydrated throughout the festivities.
Phones are allowed, but please do not be disruptive.
Changing is allowed anywhere in the room. The bathroom is also available.
Please join the Bronycon Orgy Discord if you plan to enter the party, as it helps us regulate how many
people we’ll have in the room at any point in time. If you’re leaving, please tell a staff member on the
Discord and we’ll change your status.
We ask that you do not die at the party.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding the event, you can ask me here or on the Discord
group.
Psy Key"

The tradition of the BronyCon orgy (and the myths surrounding it) date back to at least 2012 and has it's own
KnowYourMeme page.

As well as a definiton on Urban Dictionary.
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GaryD12 20 July 2018 at 21:34

The Bronycon Orgy discord is rip
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Corrderio 20 July 2018 at 22:56

I'm still trying to understand why anyone thought this would be a good idea and FIMFiction of all places to post it.

Reply

Anonymous 20 July 2018 at 23:15

This guy is trying to delete a post on FiMfiction where he outed himself as a pedo to cover his tracks

https://i.gyazo.com/8c3bd08f75ef6d489111a136c909b49d.png

https://i.gyazo.com/fa941f786a4c763889712e824cecbab0.png
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Anonymous 3 August 2018 at 19:52

Pedophilia is an attraction to prepubescent children, who cannot have children, which is why pedophilia is a
mental illness. Women have way less to develop mentally than men, and 14 is only an issue if her hips aren't
wide enough (to pass the child) or her breasts aren't large enough (to feed the child).
I've seen profligates defend pedophilia without being pedophiles (just as base "straight" folk will see nothing
wrong with homophiliacs, because they're as wickedly hedonistic). He very well could have deleted his
comments because of the dislikes, as conforming to public opinion is typical of weaklings like him. Either
way, this guy is a mentally-ill degenerate who needs to be put in a concentration camp.
Daily reminder that the only reason we have sex is to produce offspring.

Anonymous 20 July 2018 at 23:21

The other comment Psy Key deleted just now
https://i.gyazo.com/531d55dae64bba205bd26a0a8403e2b7.png
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Saurian 21 July 2018 at 00:04
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Anonymous 3 August 2018 at 01:00

>implying anyone would ever willingly stick their dick into the infected open wound purple tranny calls a
vagina

Mister Twister 21 July 2018 at 00:20

>bronies are not furries
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Anonymous 21 July 2018 at 02:09

im in Maryland right now lol
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Julian Müller 21 July 2018 at 04:53

do you own a shotgun? If yes, could you do me a favor?

Anonymous 21 July 2018 at 05:09

LOL his idea was brought up in the brony cringe thread on Derpibooru, and soon afterwards he showed up to defend
himself: https://derpibooru.org/generals/another-cringe-thread-about-bronies-in-general-possibly-
nsfw/post/3909341#post_3909341
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Anonymous 21 July 2018 at 05:45

Bwahaha.
You couldn't stop Toon and you won't stop Psy Key. Just admit you're powerless faggots
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Anonymous 21 July 2018 at 18:20

Psy pls go

Anonymous 21 July 2018 at 06:46

Hey, his real name is Jonathan Eagan. Source is his Steam under the name Psy Key
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Anonymous 21 July 2018 at 07:14

Stop harassing Psy Key, he did nothing wrong

Anonymous 22 July 2018 at 15:34

So it's one big sausage fest?
>(Clean colon for anal, etc.)

Yep that confirms it, you faggots
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Anonymous 22 July 2018 at 19:37

well better post it now cuz i know someone will beat me to it if i don't now. https://youtu.be/wpMXs58L5x4
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Sailor Sedna 25 July 2018 at 10:45

Well, based on this, which I am taking with a shaker full of salt, I have a feeling the death of the brony fandom is
lurking just right around the corner and the fandom is on its last hooves.

Truly it does seem the majority of the fandom took the show/franchise away from its intended target audience and
tarnished it forever truly and sadly.
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Corrderio 26 July 2018 at 22:28

Eh I wouldn't count on it dying. Don't forget about the "true fans" who won't move on from G4 and/or defend
G5 even if it flops and doesn't survive past a season or two.

And technically, this isn't the first BronyCon orgy. I know when there was one around 4 years ago or so.
Though I don't think that one posted about it to find people.

Prismatic Zero 26 July 2018 at 22:58

Many parts of the fandom that I was interested in (mostly gaming) are long since gone. While in many way
the fandom is not dying for a lot of areas that are deserted it doesn't really bode well overall.

Corrderio 26 July 2018 at 23:16

Honestly I think any fandom can be considered that now. Seems like when you get a group together about a
particular subject it quickly becomes a cesspool.

Prismatic Zero 27 July 2018 at 10:16

That it does though no other fandom to my knowledge is as heavily centralized as bronies.

Corrderio 27 July 2018 at 12:35

Yeah, I suppose I can't argue with that.

Sailor Sedna 28 July 2018 at 08:57

@Corrderio
I didn't know this wasn't the first. I don't know what's gonna happen if G5 flops myself, but I'm gonna stick
around to see how they'll react.

But yeah, other fandoms have been horrible too, Sailor Moon's got split and took a turn for the worst in
2014, to the point where while I still love said anime and consider it the best one ever made despite its
flaws, I tend to stay away from the fanbase.

@Prismatic Zero
Agreed, from my experience, a lot of stuff with the games I've played/tried are gone, and a lot of people I
used to look up to/think were cool ended up being assholes (or in the case of ToonKritic, revealed as
pedos)...

Prismatic Zero 29 July 2018 at 01:30

I never had people I looked up to in the fandom though most of the cool people are assholes in the
communities I was a part of.

Sailor Sedna 29 July 2018 at 10:20

I guess Lady Luck wasn't on my side with MLP's fandom (it's sometimes happened with the Sailor Moon
fandom but not as badly)...

Corrderio 29 July 2018 at 10:48

@Sailor Sedna
I don't think it was official. Only reason I was even aware of it was because it was part of the ToonKritic
drama where him and a few others had an orgy in someone's room and he violated a plush.

Anonymous 26 July 2018 at 02:19

Wow, someone thought this would be a good thing to advertise on FiMFiction? Idiots.
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Dave 26 July 2018 at 09:29

It's for this reason I cant wait til this fandom is dead. The fandom took the innocence away from the show.
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Sailor Sedna 26 July 2018 at 19:31

You and me both. I actually read this stamp from some guy on Deviantart once, and to quote him partially:
while for sane bronies, ex-bronies and non-bronies everywhere, the fanbase is like a nightmare that won't
end, no one has it worse than the show's actual target audience, the young and innocent early school-age
girls. One day these little girls are going to have grown up, will learn to use the Internet, search for the
show they loved (or still love) so much - and see everything. Yeah.

Think of how shocking it will be for them when they find the wonderful cartoon they loved as kids was also a
gargantuan Internet religion worshipped by thousands of over-obsessed teens and adults. Imagine how
horrible they’ll feel when they find out how their show was used to create copious amounts of porn, fan-
fictions, ridiculous crossovers and parodies. Imagine what will go through their mind when they read about
the embarrassing brony drama, the insane conventions, and encounter the fandom's darkest and most
controversial side and the worst things that happened and are still happening behind their backs. Their
childhood will be destroyed, and they will be utterly mortified at the idea, and never want to watch it
again. The brony fandom is ruining the MLP franchise/image and giving it a bad name. I predict it'll be dead
by 2020.

Prismatic Zero 26 July 2018 at 21:27

Which interestingly while the bronies/ex-bronies/'fans of MLP' are a big source of the problem the other
major source was that the show staff was effectively empowering the fandom and giving it indirect ranks.
What turned from just a simple nod to a literal game of Dune II: The Battle for Equestria really tarnished the
fandom years ago. As I'll state the conventions were major source of the loss of the fandom. Without them
we wouldn't of tried to dry up the resources so quickly because we knew it would not last long.

You know, I never really thought about the target demographic until you've brought it up and you're right.
While other shows and IPs will have similar problems (i.e. Sonic) there's nothing quite like the situation we
have here due to the drastic change from a kid-friendly and educational show to a show that unfortunately
empowers egotistical people and is nothing more than a playground for those unfortunate adult children.
Personally I felt the fandom died once Season 2 ended and the show became 'mainstream'. It's only because
we had so much momentum at the time it kept going until as far as inertia would let it.

Sailor Sedna 28 July 2018 at 08:58

Frankly for me, the fandom died when that abomination known as "The Cutie Re-Mark" happened, and got
worse over time until this year (ToonKritic and the Weinstein effect he caused was the final nail in the coffin
for me).

Prismatic Zero 29 July 2018 at 01:28

I'm not quite sure what the Cutie Re-Mark is, though I've seen similar issues to what is within the parenthesis
in 2012.

Sailor Sedna 29 July 2018 at 10:20

Cutie Re-Mark is the MLP Season 5 finale, right when I feel the show jumped the shark.

Prismatic Zero 29 July 2018 at 22:23

I stopped at episode 98, so thanks for clarifying.

Anonymous 30 July 2018 at 05:36

The donkey wedding episode is where Hasbro jumped the shark, jumped the moon and straight to the
middle of Uranus.

Their biggest mistake was acknowledging the pasta bowl that is horsefugger memes, and that episode was
the largest conglomeration of it all.

Degeneracy Will Be Exterminated 26 July 2018 at 09:31

Ffs this fandom needs to be done and over with.

Reply

Sailor Sedna 26 July 2018 at 19:34

IKR? Sex obsessed/addicted dumbasses like them are why the fandom is hated so much, and for good reason,
they're giving the MLP franchise and show a bad image/name. I've actually seen adult content and some
parts of the dark side of some fandoms like Sailor Moon and Saint Seiya but they're small compared to MLP's,
in fact, I've never even known/seen the latter to have a dark side, that shows how massive MLP's is, and the
worst part is unlike other dark sides, MLP's is celebrated/embraced.

Anonymous 3 August 2018 at 19:36

Absolutely fucking degenerate. I hope someone gasses their shitshow like that furry convention.

Reply

Anonymous 5 August 2018 at 14:32

whats wrong you nazi larping faggot, don't have the balls to do it yourself?

bloxorz 9 August 2018 at 04:00

How long does it take to complete this article? I have read through other blogs, but they are cumbersome and
confusing. I hope you continue to have such quality articles to share!

Reply
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